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Name: __________________
please type or print your name

EE-WBC Exam No. 3 (100pts.)
General Remarks
Do not use back side for answers. Back side of this test will not be graded. Attach more pages if necessary.

DL: __ ERR: __ PTS: __ WTL: __ GR: __
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points, MPTS – total weighted points so far (without final task), GR –grade so far

Problem 1 PERL Fundamentals
Problem 1A (10pts.)
In PERL 5 stand alone (not CGI) programs is the shebang line (the first line starting with #!...) mandatory or not?
Circle the correct answer:

yes

no

yes

no

In PERL 5 is a typical PERL program compiled before it is run.
Is the result of compilation/preprocessing saved for future runs like in C/C++/Java or not?
Circle the correct answer:

Problem 1B (10pts.)
PERL-specific operations: Consider the following piece of code and answer then answer what will be printed if it is
run.
my $a=

1;

my @a= (2, undef, 3);
print $a

."\n";

# Answer: __________

print $a[2] ."\n";

# Answer: __________

Problem 1C (10pts.)
Sorting in PERL: Consider the following piece of code and then answer what will be printed if it is run.
my @array = (1, 2, 10, 11, 21, 22);
@array = sort { $a.$a <=> $b.$b } @array;
print "SORTED: @array \n"; # prints contents of the array one by one

Answer: SORTED: __________________________________________________________
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Problem 2 – regular expressions and text data processing
Problem 2A (20pts.)
Please write a short program in PERL that asks user for a folder name and prints filenames of files with “.html”
extension. The program should not go into subfolders.

Problem 2B (20pts.)
Please write a short program in PERL that asks user for a file name, opens the file as ASCII file, reads and ignores
contents of the file until the first occurrence of an empty line (or file ends whatever happens first), and then reads all
remaining lines (if any) and prints them to screen.
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Problem 3 – CGI Scripts
Problem 3A (10pts.)
You are setting up a new PERL CGI Script called test.pl on a Unix/Linux/ucLinux sytem in a folder in which you
already have operational PERL-based CGI Scripts. You have tested the script by executing it in a command line
mode both as “perl –w test.pl” and “./test.pl” and it seems to run correctly without any warnings. Unfortunately,
when it is run through a Web server a 403 error is reported (Forbidden/Access Denied). What is wrong, and how to
correct it?
Answer:

Problem 3B (10pts.)
You are setting up a new PERL CGI Script called test.pl on a Unix/Linux/ucLinux sytem in a folder in which you
already have operational PERL-based CGI Scripts. You have tested the script by executing it in a command line
mode both as “perl –w test.pl” and “./test.pl” and it seems to run correctly without any warnings. It prints an HTML
page starting with “<!DOCTYPE…>…”. Unfortunately, when it is run through a Web server a 500 error is reported
(Internal Server Error). What is wrong, and how to correct it?
Answer:

Problem 3C (10pts.)
What is the philosophical difference in the way a program relates to the Web page it generates in the cases of:
a CGI Script, for example using PERL, and an Active Server Page, for example using PHP?
Answer:
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